
“Sketching with 
black and white fills 

always helps me read 
a design to see if it 

works.”

This month’s sketchbook explores the creative thought process of talented concept artist Geoff Shupe. He shows us his exploration of vehicles, weapons, people and environments.
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Geoff Shupe Sketchbook

What if elves were these little marginally 

intelligent beasties? Just kind of vicious 

and troublesome like they are in a lot of 

folk lore. Like if they were evolutionarily 

divergent from trolls or something 

(Fig.02).

I love iteration to figure out a design. 

Here I was exploring different stylistic 

treatments to see how it influenced the

attitude of the character (Fig.03).

Sketchbook of 
Geoff Shupe
These were armor explorations, playing with 

some absurd shapes in the shoulders, groin, 

etc. I wanted to see if I could realize some 

typical fantasy armor designs into something 

that would actually fit on someone (Fig.01). 

http://www.2dartistmag.com
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I was looking into the general design of a robotic arm 

for a classic gumshoe type and these are some of the 

possibilities that were found there. The type of tech had 

to match the demeanor of the figure (Fig.04).

Studies like this help me define my visual language. It 

helps to have a short hand for common things like trees 

and bushes, so that you can just put them in place and 

move on (Fig.05).

Epic environments and sets always inspire me. I’m 

always looking for cool dynamic shapes that give 

interest to a scene (Fig.06).

http://www.2dartistmag.com
http://www.2dartistmag.com


My biggest study recently has been composition. I do hun-

dreds of these, looking for interesting balances between 

areas of detail and simplicity (Fig.07).

I’m in awe of grand trees and ancient stones. These kinds 

of sketches are basically just my projection of myself into 

some time and place where I would see this killer stuff 

(Fig.08).

Right now I’m hooked on the concept 

of ‘environment as composition’. Really 

just trying to perfect my layout skills 

rather than doodle isolated buildings 

(Fig.09).
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I always have to push myself to come up with 

something interesting. Unfortunately in the past, I’ve 

been happy with my first stab at a design. The good 

stuff doesn’t show up until you’ve done a few more 

(Fig.10).

Playing around with the concept of a sprint-car, retro 

fitted for some good ole’ post-apocalyptic road rallies 

(Fig.11).

I love tanks. This was a challenge to 

come up with something heavy-cool that 

read as a tank, but without the big barrel 

giveaway of the cannon, something with a 

forward-spotter or sensor platform (Fig.12).

Did I mention I love tanks? If one big gun is awesome, 

then you can’t go wrong with two (Fig.13)!

http://www.2dartistmag.com
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I do these all day long just for fun. They’re only 

like 3 inches wide with a brush pen. It’s a good 

challenge to keep pushing for more interesting 

combinations of big wheels and big engines 

(Fig.14).

It’s not that tanks are just big guns; guns are like 

mini-tanks! I typically layout a flat silhouette for a 

clear read, then just doodle inside that envelope 

to fill it full of interesting parts (Fig.15).

Sketching with black and white fills always helps 

me read a design to see if it works. It’s easy 

to get lost in a bunch of loosely penciled lines 

(Fig.16).

Different stages of my process all coming together. After I’ve 

done a handful of sketches I really love Frankenstein-ing new 

iterations together by kit-bashing my sketches (Fig.17).

Geoff Shupe
Web: http://gshupeart.blogspot.co.uk/

Email: mwnchrome@hotmail.com
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